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The Impact of Practitioners’ Personality Traits on Their Level of Systems-Thinking Skills Preferences

Abstract

In this study, we used a structural equation modeling method to investigate the relationship between systems engineers and engineering managers’ Systems-Thinking (ST) skills preferences and their Personality Traits (PTs) in the domain of complex system problems. As organizations operate in more and more turbulent and complex environments, it has become increasingly important to assess the ST skills preferences and PTs of engineers. The current literature lacks studies related to the impact of systems engineers and engineering managers’ PTs on their ST skills preferences, and this study aims to address this gap. A total of 99 engineering managers and 104 systems engineers provided the data to test four hypotheses posed in this study. The results show that the PTs of systems engineers and engineering managers have a positive impact on their level of ST skills preferences and that the education level, the current occupation type, and the managerial experience of the systems engineers and engineering managers moderate the main relationship in the study.

Introduction

Practitioners such as engineering managers and systems engineers have to address the increasing challenges of today’s socio-technical systems while maintaining and elevating performance under increasing complexities and pressures to reduce workforce, resources, and costs. These challenges include (Ackoff, 1995; Boardman & Sauser, 2006; Keating, 2008): 1) a high level of integration where systems are combined operationally, managerially, or geographically to produce new goals, 2) ambiguity stemming from a lack of clarity to support decisive action and commitment to alternative courses of action, 3) uncertainty caused by incomplete knowledge of systems and the unintended consequences they experience, and 4) interdependence where there is mutual influence among systems and their related elements making analysis difficult. These four elements are likely to escalate as we grapple with the interdisciplinary system problems of the 21st century, which
blur the lines between technical, social, organizational, managerial, and policy considerations (Boardman & Sauser, 2006; Churchman, 1968, 1971, 1979; Deming, 1982; DeLaurentis, 2005; Drucker, 1954, 2012a,b; Gorod, Sauser, & Boardman, 2008; Jaradat, Keating, & Bradley, 2018). Ackoff (1971, 1995) clarified that in treating complex system problems, the focus should be on the whole system and not the parts. In response to these challenges, it is necessary to develop qualified practitioners who can take a more holistic “systemic” approach when dealing with complex system problems, as suggested by Churchman’s (1968) book “The Systems Approach.”

In addition to the importance of systems thinking in the domain of complex systems, there is an increasing trend in social-personality psychology research devoted to understanding how an individual’s personality traits, preferences, cognition, and social behavior can affect how they address complex system problems (Brown & Moskowitrz, 1998; Freeman, Dale, & Farmer, 2011; Schmidt & Richardson, 2008; Schuldberg & Gottlieb, 2002; Spivey, 2007; Vallacher, Read, & Nowak, 2002; Warren, 2006). For example, Mumford and his colleagues (2000) suggested that an individual’s PTs might have an impact on his/her leadership ability in dealing with complex systems problems. According to the socio-technical systems theory, “Socio-technical system design is based on the premise that an organization or a work unit is a combination of social and technical parts and that it is open to its environment” (Appelbaum, 1997, p. 453). Organizations need a joint optimization design to more effectively handle complexity, emergence, and turbulence in a work environment (Appelbaum, 1997; Jaradat et al., 2019). The systems thinking paradigm, in conjunction with systems theory laws and principles and socio-technical systems theory, is the basis for the proposed theoretical model for testing the four hypotheses of this study.

Failures in socio-technical systems can result from non-technical as well as technical elements and can be related to organizational and individual issues where individuals are an essential contributor to the failure. These failures can be classified as having socio-technical aspects stemming from both technical and social, policy, politics, and power elements as well as interactions between those elements (Ackoff, 1971, 1994, 1995; Jaradat et al., 2018; Katina, Keating, & Jaradat, 2014; Frank, 2006; Clegg, 2000; Checkland, 1981). Practitioners’ ST skills preferences are necessary for the development of rigorous solutions to avoid these failures in socio-technical systems. Thus, studying the practitioners’ ST skills preferences creates several combinations that lead to the effective management of complex multidimensional systems. For example, the assessment of ST skills preferences can help engineering managers to build
engineering teams with specific skillset preferences and then effectively match their skillsets with the appropriate problem-solving technique to minimize the waste of workforce and resources and reduce costs. Similarly, Deming (1982), in his book “Out of the Crisis,” developed a systems-thinking approach that consists of 14 principles for the transformation of American style management. His principles were guided many engineering managers on how to manage the waste of human resources, the products’ quality, materials, and machine-time in their organizations.

Although much has been written about systems thinking and personality indicators, few empirical investigations have covered the impact of PTs on systems engineers and engineering managers’ ST skills preferences and their implications for systems engineers and engineering managers. This study, which aims to investigate this impact and its implications, focuses on four demographic factors, educational level, current occupational type, managerial experience, and work experience, and will study their effects on the relationship between PTs and ST skills preferences. Systems-thinking skills preferences and PTs might determine how systems engineers and engineering managers respond to different situations in solving socio-technical system problems.

This study is essential for researchers and academics because it will address two main gaps in the literature. First, it will provide data to address the literature gap in the complex system domain by presenting comparisons and potential relationships between systems engineers and engineering managers’ ST skills preferences and personality traits. Second, by considering the impact of demographic factors such as educational level, current occupation type, managerial experience, and work experience, the study could show that these factors do affect a systems engineer and engineering manager’s PT and ST skills preferences. In this study, we have developed four main hypotheses based on the literature. To test these hypotheses and to investigate these relationships and comparisons, a valid ST skills preferences instrument (Jaradat, 2015; Jaradat et al., 2018) and the Myers Briggs Type of Indicator’s (MBTI) instrument (Keirsey & Bates, 1984) are used in this study.

The development of the research hypotheses is presented below and is followed by the research design and methodology, and the different analysis techniques, including structural equation modeling, used to investigate the validity and reliability of the theoretical model. The paper concludes with a discussion, implications, and future research.
Background and Hypotheses Development

A thorough review of the literature from the 1980s to 2018 revealed that there had been several studies focused on the following research areas: (1) the theory of systems thinking (Ackoff, 1994; Checkland, 1981, 1999; Jaradat et al., 2018; Senge, 1991, 2004), (2) systems dynamics (Gorod, Sauser, & Boardman, 2008; Keating et al., 2003), (3) the role of systems thinking in solving complex system problem domains (Checkland, 1981, 1999; Deming, 1982; Drucker, 2012a,b; Lawrence et al., 2019), (4) the systems approach (Ackof, 1995; churchman, 1968, 1979; Hossain et al., 2019a, b), and (5) comparisons of different ST tools used primarily in education (Frank, 2006; Lawrence et al., 2019; Richmond, 1993; Stirgus et al., 2019). For example, Senge (1991) defined systems thinking as “a conceptual framework, a body of knowledge and tools that have been developed over the past fifty years, to make the full patterns clearer, and to help us see how to change them effectively” (P.7). This section will focus on introducing the ST survey instrument and personality assessment tool used for data collection.

The ST skills preferences instrument (with $\alpha = 0.81$), developed by Jaradat (2015) and Jaradat et al. (2018), measures individuals’ ST skills preferences in dealing with complex system problems. This instrument uses seven dimensions (see Exhibit 1), which were developed using grounded theory coding. The instrument consists of 39 binary questions culminating in seven preferential categories/systems skills dimensions that determine an individual’s inclination toward a Holistic or Reductionist thinking skills preferences profile. By taking the instrument, each participant obtains a profile consisting of seven scores and seven letters corresponding to the seven ST dimensions.

Myers and Briggs, who were inspired by Jung’s psychological types, developed an instrument called “The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator.” The MBTI instrument is considered “one of the most comprehensive theories explaining human personality” (Tucker & Kroeger, 2010, p. 22; Myers, 1962; Myers & McCaulley, 1985). The MBTI construct consists of four main scales. The Extraversion-Introversion scale describes energy utilities. The Sensing-Intuition scale describes perception. The third scale, Thinking-Feeling, describes judgment, and the last scale, Judging-Perceiving, describes an orientation.

Comparing the definition of the ST skills preferences dimensions (shown in Exhibit 1) and the four MBTI dimensions, there are hypothetically some linkages between the two. The Sensing-Intuition scale of the MBTI corresponds to the Systems world view, Complexity, and Uncertainty
dimensions of the ST skills preferences instrument; the *Extraversion-Introversion* scale and the *Interaction* and *Independence* dimensions show similar characteristics; linkage can also be seen between the *Judging-Perceiving* scale and *Flexibility* and *Change* dimensions and between the *Thinking-Feeling* scale and *Systems worldview* and *Uncertainty* dimensions. Based on the literature, we can also hypothesize that demographic factors such as education level (Assaraf & Orion, 2005; Bawden, Macadam, Packham, & Valentine, 1984; Betts, 1992; Dolansky & Moore, 2013; Richmond, 1993), current occupation type (Cable & Judge, 2003; Tetlock, Peterson, & Berry, 1993; Williams, 2004; Zhao & Seibert, 2006), and Managerial Experience (Porter, 2008; Bureš & Čech, 2007; Furnham & Stringfield, 1993) might impact the relationship between PTs and the ST skills preferences.

In this study, the MBTI instrument was used to measure systems engineers and engineering managers’ PTs, the ST skills preferences instrument was used to measure systems engineers and engineering managers’ ST skills preferences, and four demographic factors were added as additional variables to the proposed theoretical model. Details of the development of the hypotheses and the theoretical model are discussed below.
### Exhibit 1. Seven Dimensions of the “ST Skills Preferences Instrument” (Jaradat, 2015, Fig. 4)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Less Systemic (Reductionist)</th>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>More Systemic (Holistic)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Simplicity (S):</strong> Avoid uncertainty, work on linear problems, prefer the best solution, and prefer small-scale problems.</td>
<td><strong>Level of Complexity:</strong> Comfort with multidimensional problems and limited system understanding.</td>
<td><strong>Complexity (C):</strong> Expect uncertainty, work on multidimensional problems, prefer a working solution, and explore the surrounding environment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Autonomy (A):</strong> Preserve local autonomy, a trend more toward an independent decision and local performance level.</td>
<td><strong>Level of Independence:</strong> Balance between local-level autonomy versus system integration.</td>
<td><strong>Integration (G):</strong> Preserve global integration, a trend more toward dependent decisions and global performance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Isolation (N):</strong> Inclined to local interaction, follow a detailed plan, prefer to work individually, enjoy working in small systems, and interested more in cause-effect solution.</td>
<td><strong>Level of Interaction:</strong> Interconnectedness in coordination and communication among multiple systems.</td>
<td><strong>Interconnectivity (I):</strong> Inclined to global interactions, follow a general plan, work within a team, and interested less in identifiable cause-effect relationships.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Resistance to Change (V):</strong> Prefer taking few perspectives into consideration, over-specify requirements, focus more on internal forces, like short-range plans, tend to settle things, and work best in a stable environment.</td>
<td><strong>Level of Change:</strong> Comfort with rapidly shifting systems and situations.</td>
<td><strong>Tolerant of Change (Y):</strong> Prefer taking multiple perspectives into consideration, underspecify requirements, focus more on external forces, like long-range plans, keep options open, and work best in a changing environment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stability (T):</strong> Prepare detailed plans beforehand, focus on the details, uncomfortable with uncertainty, believe the work environment is under control, and enjoy objectivity and technical problems.</td>
<td><strong>Level of Uncertainty:</strong> Acceptance of unpredictable situations with limited control.</td>
<td><strong>Emergence (E):</strong> React to situations as they occur, focus on the whole, comfortable with uncertainty, believe the work environment is difficult to control, and enjoy non-technical problems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reductionism (R):</strong> Focus on particulars and prefer analyzing the parts for better performance.</td>
<td><strong>Systems Worldview:</strong> Understanding system behavior at the whole versus part level.</td>
<td><strong>Holism (H):</strong> Focus on the whole, interested more in the big picture, and interested in concepts and abstract meaning of ideas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rigidity (D):</strong> Prefer not to change, like determined plans, not open to new ideas, and motivated by routine.</td>
<td><strong>Level of Flexibility:</strong> Accommodation of change or modifications in systems or approach.</td>
<td><strong>Flexibility (F):</strong> Accommodating to change, like a flexible plan, open to new ideas, and unmotivated by routine.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Hypotheses Development and the Proposed Theoretical Model

The literature is replete with studies related to the effects of personality theory and systems thinking on organizational outputs; however, there remain essential gaps that warrant further attention (Abbas, Sajid, & Mumtaz, 2018; Bradley & Hebert, 1997; Toshima, 1993; Williamson, Lounsbury, & Han, 2013).
• There is a lack of research investigating the relationship between systems engineers and engineering managers’ personality traits (PTs) and their level of systems-thinking (ST) skills preferences in the domain of complex systems.

• There is a literature gap regarding the impact of demographic factors such as education level, current occupation type, managerial experience, and work experience on systems engineers and engineering managers’ PTs and ST skills preferences in the domain of complex systems. In other words, there is currently nothing in the literature that simultaneously tests all of the mentioned demographic variables to provide a better understanding of the relationship between systems engineers and engineering managers’ PTs and ST skills preferences.

In this study, four hypotheses are tested to address these gaps. The first hypothesis explores the impact of systems engineers and engineering managers’ PTs on their ST skills preferences when engaging complex system problems (the main relationship of this study). The second hypothesis involves the moderation impact of systems engineers and engineering managers’ education levels in dealing with complex systems. The third hypothesis intends to investigate the impact of systems engineers and engineering managers’ current occupation type on the relationship between PTs and ST skills preferences. The fourth hypothesis explores the potential impact of managerial experience on systems engineers and engineering managers’ PTs and ST skills preferences. In addition to enriching the current body of literature, testing these hypotheses can provide insights for systems engineers and engineering managers by investigating the relationship between personality traits and systemic skills preferences and studying the impact of this relationship on systems engineers and engineering managers’ tendencies in solving socio-technical system problems.

Toshima (1993) emphasized that the intellectual abilities and personality traits of Japanese systems engineers are correlated with their level of performance. Linder and Frakes (2011) investigated the correlation between individuals’ personality types using MBTI and 17 important systems thinking practices among members of professional organizations, professionals, and graduate-level students. Their study showed that there are correlations between several systems thinking practices and four dimensions of MBTI assessment. Drucker (1954) introduced a systemic approach “management by objective” to assist organizations in achieving a better quality decision-
making process. We are reminded by Keating et al. (2003) and Steward (1981) that conventional planning techniques do not adequately address these complex systems. Engineers and engineering managers are charged with operating in complex systems, often working in a parallel system where multiple tasks are coinciding, as stated by Eppinger (1991). As such, the systems skills preferences and PTs of individual systems engineers and engineering managers are integral in addressing these complex systems.

Buffinton, Jablokow, and Martin (2002) mentioned that the personality traits of team members have a potential role in problem-solving styles and interpersonal dynamics of project teams. Toshima (1993) concluded that both intelligence and personality characteristics affect systems engineers’ job performance. Abbas et al. (2018) found a relationship between personality traits and knowledge sharing and innovation among engineers. Williamson et al. (2013), who determined the personality traits for engineers for innovation and technology development, found that engineers followed only two of thirteen personality traits when they were compared with non-engineers. Balkis and Isiker (2005) found a close relationship between different thinking styles and the personalities of university students. Zhang (2000; 2001; 2002) found that the thinking styles and personality traits of university students are related. Dragoni and his colleagues (2011) found a highly positive correlation between executives’ cognitive abilities (similar to personality traits) and their strategic thinking competency. In a similar study, Soleimani et al. (2018) found that there is a relationship between MBTI personality type of undergraduate students and their cognitive-metacognitive strategies usage in a reading comprehension test. Davidz and Nightingale (2008) showed that participants’ personality characteristics positively affect the development of systemic thinking. Since thinking styles and strategic thinking dimensions are in some aspects similar to ST skills preferences dimensions, we hypothesize that a potential relationship between ST skills preferences and PTs of systems engineers and engineering managers might exist.

H1: There is a relationship between systems engineers and engineering managers’ Systems-Thinking Skills Preferences and their Personality Traits (PTs) in the domain of complex systems.

In his studies, Frank (Frank, 2001; Frank & Elata, 2005; Frank & Kordova, 2009) investigated the correlation between the capacity for engineering systems-thinking and project-based learning of freshman engineering students and senior engineering management students.
These studies showed that a student’s capacity for engineering systems-thinking could be improved and developed through project-based courses and curricula. Several other studies have investigated the individuals’ systemic thinking in different educational levels, such as high school level, undergraduate level, and so on. For instance, Assaraf and Orion (2005) showed the correlation between high school students’ systemic capabilities and knowledge in earth system education. Betts (1992) emphasized the need for a systemic approach in elementary and secondary education. Richmond (1993) investigated the impact of systems thinking on the educational process, thinking paradigm, and learning tools in the education systems. Consequently, we hypothesize that systems engineers and engineering managers’ education level might have an impact on the main relationship of the study. In this study, the education level of systems engineers and engineering managers was considered as having a doctorate’s degree, a master’s degree, a bachelor’s degree, or other degrees such as high school diploma, associate degree, and some college credits.

\[ H_2: \text{Systems engineers and engineering managers’ education levels moderate the positive effects of Personality Traits (PTs) on their Systems-Thinking Skills Preferences.} \]

Different studies have shown the importance of PTs for various occupations. For instance, various studies found managers with different PTs have differences in their thought processes, leadership styles, and performance (Cable & Judge, 2003; Tetlock et al., 1993; Williams, 2004; Zhao & Seibert, 2006). Wasson (2015) and Frank (2001, 2006) and others have emphasized that systems engineers must have distinct abilities and characteristics to deal with complex system problem domains effectively. Eisner (2008) compared the knowledge and skills required in planning, designing, and constructing complex systems by different practitioners, including systems engineers, engineering managers, and project managers. Results showed that different occupants possess distinct skills, behaviors, and characteristics. Therefore, we hypothesize that:

\[ H_3: \text{Systems engineers and engineering managers’ current occupation type moderates the positive effect of Personality Traits (PTs) on their Systems-Thinking Skills Preferences.} \]

Porter (2008) stated that managerial experience affects the level of managers’ systems approaches concerning corporate social responsibility issues. Ackoff (1994) emphasized that managers need whether through “a direct experience” or “an abstraction extracted from experience
by analysis” to confront “situations that consist of complex systems of strongly interacting problems” (p. 184). He categorized these types of problems as *messes*. Mumford and his colleagues (2000) discussed the impact of a leader’s career experience on solving the complex social problems in an organization. Bureš and Čech (2007) emphasized the effect of managerial experience on teaching systems thinking concepts. In their 1993 study, Furnham and Stringfield found a correlation between the MBTI personality traits and the managerial experience of Chinese and European managers at an Asian-based international airport. From these studies, we assume that managerial experience might affect the relationship between systems engineers and engineering managers’ PTs and ST skills preferences. To investigate only the impact of systems engineers and engineering managers’ managerial experience, we controlled the variable “work experience” in the theoretical model, which will be explained in detail in the study variable section. As a result, we hypothesize that:

\[ H_4: \text{Systems engineers and engineering managers’ managerial experience, controlled by their Work Experience, strengthens the relationship between Personality Traits (PTs) and their Systems-Thinking Skills Preferences.} \]

Based on the literature provided and the development of hypotheses, Exhibit 2 provides the proposed theoretical model of the study.
Methodology

The primary objective of this study is to investigate the relationship between systems engineers and engineering managers’ PTs and their ST skills preferences through the proposed theoretical model. To test the hypotheses of the theoretical model, the methodology section is divided into three phases: 1) identification of the study sample and data collection procedures, 2) introduction of study variables, and 3) validation of the theoretical model. Exhibit 3 presents the research methodology framework.
Sample and Data Collection Procedure

The dataset used to test the study hypotheses came from 203 engineering managers and systems engineers working in a complex work environment. The organizations were selected based on one criterion – the complexity of their work environment. To determine the level of work environment complexity, short interviews with several senior managers were conducted. The interview process included four main questions to answer how complex is the work environment based on the complex system attributes such as uncertainty (incomplete knowledge of complex systems and unexpected influences that add uncertainty), lack of clarity (due to the variable nature of a complex system, there can be uncertainty when deciding how to take actions and make decisions.), emergence (because complex systems cannot be predicted, there are often unexpected behaviors or patterns that can only be seen after they occur.), interdependence (complex systems are marked by the interactions between various components of the system).
The types of questions were open-ended questions and close-ended questions. For example, a question was asked—Please describe your work environment in terms of keeping up with changes in the production lines. Another question was about how large the scale of their systems is. Nvivo was used as a tool to collect the interview dataset. Nvivo was also used to scripting the interview’ questions. Based on the interviews, twelve organizations were defined as organizations with a complex work environment and were included in the study. The distribution of organizations that were a source for the data is as follows: military and defense agencies (n =5), manufacturing (n = 3), service (n= 2), and systems engineering consultants (n = 2). To test the hypotheses, four demographic factors were collected and included educational levels, current occupation type, managerial experience, and work experience (see Exhibit 4).

Based on the literature, there are many recommendations with regard to the sample size needed for an effective SEM analysis. A general rule of thumb is that a “critical sample size” of 200 provides a stable parameter estimate and has sufficient power to test a model. We searched further in the literature and found that one of the most common recommendations for sample size is provided by Nunnally and Bernstein’s (1994) rule of 10, which indicates that we should have 10 observations for each indicator in our model. According to the study’s theoretical model, shown in Exhibit 2, there are 15 indicators including, four independent variables (MBTI dimensions), three interactional terms (namely, education level, current occupation type, and managerial experience), one control variable (work experience), and seven dependent variables (7-dimensions of ST skills). Consistent with Nunnally and Bernstein’s rule of 10, the necessary sample size of the study should be 150, while the actual sample size of the study is 203.

Additionally, Bentler and Chou (1987) argue that an accurate sample size calculation should be based on free parameters of the model where we should have at least five cases for each parameter estimate (including error terms as well as path coefficients). In our proposed theoretical model, we have 16 path coefficients (four $\lambda_{xi}$, seven $\lambda_{yj}$, and five $\beta_{k}$) and 12 error terms, and according to Bentler and Chou’s suggestion, we need 140 samples. The sample size of the study is 203. In conclusion, the selected sample size of the study is consistent with three well-known recommendations in the literature. Moreover, the selected sample size is consistent with the parsimonious fit provided for the study’s theoretical model.

An email invitation to participate in the study was sent to the targeted organizations, along with a web-link survey. The respondents filled out the demographic questions and the 39-question ST
skills preferences instrument in approximately 10 minutes. Some participants took more than 10 minutes to fill out the survey, but not exceed 15 minutes.

A few days later, a follow-up email sent to the participants to complete the second survey. It took approximately 17 minutes to complete the 70-question MBTI instrument adopted by Keirsey and Bates (1984). The reason for collecting data in two different periods was to reduce the possibility of the common method bias in the data collection phase. The survey’s response rate was 55 percent, which resulted in a total of 203 completed responses from systems engineers and engineering managers. Responses were recorded using Qualtrics, and identity confidentiality was assured according to the IRB protocol. Prior to analysis, common method bias was tested in the confirmatory study, and the associated result indicated that common method bias is not a substantial concern in the study.
Exhibit 4. Sample Characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographic information</th>
<th>Sample size classified by occupation type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Engineering managers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occupation type</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The education level</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctorate</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>managerial experience</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(years)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 and below</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 to 10</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 to 15</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 to 20</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 and above</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>work experience</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(years)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 and below</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 to 10</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 to 15</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 to 20</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 and above</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Others refer to those who have completed some college credit/high school diploma/training associate certificate.

Exhibit 5 shows the frequency of different personality type profiles found in the study’s sample. The personality type profile with the highest frequency among engineering managers is ISTJ with 37.2 percent, and the second and the third highest are ESFJ and ESTJ with 19.2 and 17.9 percent. These three profiles account for 74.4 percent of all engineering managers’ personality type profiles. For systems engineers, ESTJ is the most frequent profile with 35.4 percent, and ISTJ and ESFJ are the second and third most frequent with 30.5 and 14.6. These three profiles include 80.5 percent of systems engineers’ personality profiles. The results were consistent with studies of Keirsey and Bates (1984) and Wideman (1998), whose studies categorized ISTJ and ESTJ managers as leaders and ESFJ managers as both leaders and followers. Additionally, McCaulley (1990), Schneider, Smith, Taylor, and Fleenor (1998), and Krumwiede and Lavelle (2000) identified the two most frequent personality type profiles of American managers in business and industry as the ISTJ and ESTJ profiles.
**Study Variables**

The variables listed below are developed in the proposed theoretical model (see Exhibit 2)

**Latent Dependent Variable**

The “Systems Thinking Skills Preferences” is an abstract theoretical variable and cannot be directly measured; therefore, we used a latent variable (unobservable variable) to indirectly measure it through the seven observed variables associated with the seven dimensions of the ST instrument. This latent variable indirectly measures the practitioners’ overall systemic skills preferences based on the seven dimensions, which resulted from an extensive systematic review using grounded theory in the domain of complex systems. The seven dimensions are 1) level of Complexity, 2) level of Independence, 3) level of Interaction, 4) level of Change, 5) level of Uncertainty, 6) level of Systems Worldview, and 7) level of Flexibility. Exhibit 6 indicates the detailed definition of each dimension with a simple description of each. The latent variable, which will be used to assess a practitioner’s overall systemic thinking, is called “Systems Thinking Skills Preferences.”
### Exhibit 6. The Detail Definition of Seven Dimensions of ST Skills Instrument with Examples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Detail Definition</th>
<th>Simple Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Level of Complexity** | This level describes an individual’s inclination to work in complex systems. Complexity and simplicity are notated as (C) for Complexity (S) for Simplicity.  
• Appreciate and assess the degree of complexity (no full control).  
• Have the ability to distinguish the characteristics of complex system problems and understand the limitations of traditional systems engineering.  
• Identify and address the external influences that constrain the complex problem domain.  
• Be able to align between the nature of the problem, the methodology taken, and the context where complex systems operate.  
• Grasp multidisciplinary problems. | If an individual is on the “complexity” spectrum (C), s/he probably tends to accept working solutions, enjoys working on problems that have not only technological issues but also the inherent human/social, organizational/managerial, and political/policy dimensions, and expects and prepares for unexpected events.  
In contrast, if an individual is on the “simplicity spectrum” (S), s/he probably prefers to work on problems that have clear causes, prefers one best solution to the problem, and enjoys working on small scale problems. |
| **Level of Independence** | The second pair of preferences deal with the level of autonomy and describes an individual’s comfort level in dealing with integration. Autonomy and integration are notated as (G) for integration or (A) autonomy.  
• Appreciate and embrace autonomy.  
• Draw the difficulties autonomy brings to the complex problem domain.  
• Balance the tension between autonomy and integration.  
• Possess the ability to bargain and negotiate to address complex systems objectives. | An individual might find that s/he agrees with some of the attributes under the “autonomy” preference as well as with some attributes under “integration” preference. This could be quite true and natural. If an individual often leans toward making independent decisions, s/he still might tend to make dependent decisions in certain kinds of problems even though s/he actually prefers making independent decisions. |
| **Level of Interaction** | The third pair of preferences, which pertains to the level of interaction, describes the type of work environment an individual would prefer, either (I) Interconnectivity or (N) Isolation.  
• Identify and understand the purpose of integration.  
• Orchestrate and possess the ability to work across heterogeneous systems (i.e., people and culture).  
• Provide inputs to identify new risk behaviors and areas where changes need to be considered.  
• Possess interdisciplinary knowledge.  
• Pay close attention to the interactions and interdependencies among the systems from a holistic viewpoint.  
• Coordinate (teamwork), communicate (sharing data and information), and work closely (with other heterogeneous systems) to achieve the overall purpose. | Some individuals might agree with every attribute related to the “interconnectivity” preference and agree with little with “isolation”. These individuals would probably lean more toward the “interconnectivity” preference indicating that they enjoy working on problems within a team and are less interested in clear identifiable cause-effect solutions. This does not mean that individuals who prefer to work individually on problems are wrong or somehow inferior; it only shows the different levels of systems thinking with respect to working in complex problem domains. |
| **Level of Change** | The fourth pair of preferences deal with the level of change. This level describes an individual’s inclination to make changes when dealing with complex system problems. The preference pairs are notated as (Y) for tolerant of change and (V) as resistance to change.  
• Trace and map the ongoing change in needs, technology, and social infrastructure.  
• Focus on the whole instead of the traditional sequential treatments (life cycle).  
• Take multiple relevant perspectives into consideration.  
• Explore the environment and look for new–outside opportunities to deal with the pace growth of complex systems. | “Tolerant of change” individuals prefer to work in changing environments while “resistance to change” individuals lean more toward stable environments. Some individuals are likely to consider multiple viewpoints before making a decision, and others assume that these different perspectives could create distractions. Again there are no bad or good systems thinker types; it solely depends on the nature of the problem. If the problem has a large number of stakeholders, it is preferable to assign it to individuals who enjoy working in changing environments. |
The score calculation for each of the seven dimensions of ST skills preferences is conducted as follows. Each dimension of the ST skills instrument has five binary questions (in some dimensions, six binary questions). Each binary question has a more systemic answer (counted and coded one) and a less systemic answer (counted and coded zero). After coding all the binary questions, one aggregate score is calculated for each dimension, which is the sum of the coded binary questions divided by the total number of questions in one dimension. To unify the scores across the seven dimensions, the percentage of each aggregate score is calculated. For
example, the complexity dimension consists of six binary questions. The level of *Complexity* is calculated for each respondent, as expressed in Equation (1). As a result, each respondent receives an aggregate score for each ST dimension, which ranges from 0% to 100%. The scores of each ST dimension indicates the skill/preference toward that dimension. In other words, if a respondent has a score of 83.3% in complexity dimension, s/he is more comfortable working with multidimensional problems and limited system understanding than a respondent with a score of 16.7% in the same dimension (Exhibit 1, first row, provides a definition of the level of *complexity* dimension). The descriptive statistics for the observed dependent and independent variables are presented in Exhibit 7.

\[
\text{Level of Complexity} = \left( \frac{\text{Sum of more systemic answers}}{6} \right) \times 100 \quad (1)
\]

**Exhibit 7.** Descriptive Statistics for the Observed Dependent and Independent Variables.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable Type</th>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Engineering Managers (percentage)</th>
<th>Systems Engineers (percentage)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Latent Dependent Variable</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>(ST Skills Preferences)</strong></td>
<td>Interaction</td>
<td>60.6 (27.5)</td>
<td>61.2 (27.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Independence</td>
<td>48.5 (24.8)</td>
<td>49.6 (28.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Change</td>
<td>50.2 (18.8)</td>
<td>48.7 (20.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Uncertainty</td>
<td>40.2 (22.3)</td>
<td>30.8 (23.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Complexity</td>
<td>57.2 (24.6)</td>
<td>55.8 (25.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sys. Worldview</td>
<td>47.5 (28.5)</td>
<td>50.0 (27.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flexibility</td>
<td>57.6 (27.7)</td>
<td>55.0 (31.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Latent Independent Variable</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>(Personality Traits)</strong></td>
<td>Extraversion (E)</td>
<td>49.3 (28.7)</td>
<td>53.9 (25.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intuition (N)</td>
<td>30.7 (22.8)</td>
<td>28.7 (22.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Feeling (F)</td>
<td>41.2 (26.6)</td>
<td>36.5 (23.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Perceiving (P)</td>
<td>22.6 (18.6)</td>
<td>23.0 (19.7)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Latent Independent Variable**

To assess practitioners’ “Personality Traits (PTs),” the study utilized the MBTI instrument with its four dimensions 1) level of *Extraversion* (E), 2) level of *Intuition* (N), 3) level of *Feeling* (F), and 4) level of *Perceiving* (P). These four dimensions, which are condensed into one latent variable called “Personality Traits (PTs),” are used as a personality indicator for the study’s population.

The same scoring (ST scoring) system is performed to find the score for each of the four MBTI dimensions. The three MBTI dimensions, *Intuition-Sensing, Feeling-Thinking, and Perceiving-Judging* have 20 binary questions each, and *Extraversion-Introversion* dimension has ten binary questions. The binary MBTI questions are coded in a way to make aggregate accuracy
score for each dimension (for example, more Intuitive answer coded one while more Sensing answer coded zero in Intuition-Sensing dimension). Then, the aggregate score was converted to a percentage score. Since the score in each MBTI dimension is a continuum, each dimension was named as one extreme for simplification. As an example, the score of the Intuition-Sensing dimension is named “level of Intuition,” which contains information of both extremes of Intuition and Sensing. For instance, an individual with a 75% score in the Intuition dimension (which is equal to a score of 25% in Sensing dimension) indicates that he has a more intuitive preference than sensing preference. Therefore, an aggregate score in each of the four MBTI dimensions (ranging from 0% to 100%) is given to each respondent.

\[
\text{Level of Intuition} = \frac{\text{Sum of intuitive answers}}{20} \times 100 
\]  

(2)

Moderator Variables

Three moderator variables were utilized to investigate their interactional effects on the relationship between practitioners’ PTs and the level of ST skills preferences. It was hypothesized that these three moderator variables might magnify or weaken the relationship that exists between practitioners’ PTs and the level of ST skills preferences. The first moderator, the education level of practitioners, was coded 1 through 4 with one having other degrees such as high school diploma, associate degree, and some college credits, two as having a bachelor degree, three having a master’s degree, and four having a doctorate level of education. The higher value of the first moderator represents practitioners with a higher level of education. The second moderator, the current occupation type of practitioners, was a binary variable and coded as one for engineering managers and zero for systems engineers. The higher value of the second moderator toward one represents practitioners with engineering managerial occupations and the lower value toward zero represents practitioners with systems engineering positions. The third moderator, practitioners’ managerial experience, was evaluated based on the number of years a manager had been in a managerial position throughout his/her career. The managerial experience was an ordinal observed variable distinguished by five categories including five years and below (coded 1), six to 10 years (coded 2), 11 to 15 years (coded 3), 16 to 20 years (coded 4), and 21 years and above of managerial experience (coded 5). The higher value of the third moderator indicates practitioners with more managerial experience.
Control Variable

Work experience was chosen as a control variable for the third moderator variable (that is, managerial experience). The work experience was evaluated based on the number of years a manager had been in the current occupation. We were interested in investigating the moderation effect of practitioners’ managerial experience, with the exclusion of their work experience, on the relationship between their PTs and ST skills preferences. Work experience was an ordinal observed variable which was distinguished by five categories (same as managerial experience categories) including five years and below of work experience (coded 1), six to ten years (coded 2), 11 to 15 years (coded 3), 16 to 20 years (coded 4), and 21 years and above (coded 5).

As shown in the “Hypotheses Development and the Proposed Theoretical Model” section, there is much research that used demographic variables such as educational level, occupation type, managerial experience, and work experience in the context of both ST and PTs literatures. For instance, a study showed that there are some relationships between the ST skills of managers and their amount of experience (Nagahi et al., 2019). Additionally, Furnham and Stringfield (1993) reported a relationship between the managerial experience of managers and their PTs. Since there are studies in each of ST and PTs literatures suggesting managerial experience can be an impacting factor of ST and also PTs, we assumed managerial experience might influence the main relationship of the current study, which is the relationship between practitioners’ ST and PTs. The same assumptions have been made for education level, occupation type, and work experience. In other words, we found these demographic variables influential in both ST and personality literatures, which potentially moderate the relationship between practitioners' ST skills and PTs.

Limitation

The managerial and work experience variables might be subjective due to their definitions, and consequently, the results associated with (H₄) should be interpreted cautiously; and for future research, it is beneficial to add the managers’ level in the organization (e.g., CEO, middle manager and so on) as a moderator variable. Therefore, a new hypothesis can be written as practitioners’ managerial level in the organization (e.g., CEO, middle manager, and so on) strengthens/weakens the relationship between personality traits (PTs) and their ST skills preferences. In addition to the current study variables, more comprehensive research might be needed to identify and utilize other control and impacting variables such as the level and position of managers in the organization.
related to ST skills preferences and PTs in the domain of complex systems. Other potential demographic variables such as gender, race, age, and others can be added to the proposed theoretical model to investigate their hypothetical impact on the main relationship of the study. These are some limitations of the current study, which can be investigated in future studies.

**Construct Validity of the Theoretical Model**

Before interpreting the results of the study, the proposed theoretical model needs to be validated through the establishment of construct validity. As mentioned, the proposed theoretical model, which consists of different variables related to practitioners’ sample including the PTs (latent independent variable), ST skills preferences (latent dependent variable), three moderators and one control variable (that is the education level, the current occupation type, the managerial experience, and work experience) shows the structural relationship among all the study’s variables through the regression and measurement weights. Two confidence intervals of 99 and 95 percent associated with \( p \)-values of less than 0.001 and 0.05 were used to determine significance in this study.

The construct validity of the theoretical model is obtained through the investigation of model fit indices, as shown in Exhibit 8. The fit indices values indicated that the proposed theoretical model obtained the construct validity and measures what it is intended to measure; consequently, it is deemed valid to test the study’s hypotheses. The reliability of the theoretical model was obtained through composite reliability. Both latent variables—PTs and ST skills preferences—achieved desirable composite reliability of 0.7 in the proposed model (Bagozzi & Yi, 1988). The construct validity and composite reliability were conducted 1) to show that the proposed theoretical model was able to measure what it is intended to measure (i.e., the proposed model fits the data), 2) to show that the associated results of the model can be generalizable, and 3) to test the study hypotheses.
**Exhibit 8.** The Construct Validity for the Proposed Theoretical model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of category</th>
<th>Name of index</th>
<th>Literature</th>
<th>Threshold</th>
<th>The proposed model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Absolute fit</td>
<td>$\chi^2$/DF</td>
<td>(Hair et al., 2009)</td>
<td>$&lt;3.0$ Good; $3.0$ to $5.0$ sometimes permissible</td>
<td>$1.80 \ [\chi^2(df) = 184.9(103)]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RMSEA; RMSEA 95% CI</td>
<td>(Byrne, 2010)</td>
<td>RMSEA &lt; 0.08</td>
<td>0.063; CI [0.048, 0.077]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incremental fit</td>
<td>CFI</td>
<td>(Bentler, 1990), (Hatcher, 1994)</td>
<td>CFI &gt; 0.90</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IFI</td>
<td>(Meyers et al., 2005)</td>
<td>IFI &gt; 0.90</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parsimonious fit</td>
<td>PNFI</td>
<td>(Meyers et al., 2005)</td>
<td>PNFI &gt; 0.5</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Hypotheses Testing and Results**

To test the study hypotheses, the proposed theoretical model was tested through structural equation modeling using AMOS software version 24.0. The standardized solution for the theoretical model consists of the full structural model and is used to assess all the relationships among the study's variables (see Exhibit 9).
Exhibit 9. The Full Structural Model Analysis of the Proposed Theoretical Model

The Main Relationship Test (H₃)

As seen in Exhibit 9, practitioners with high scores on the PTs dimensions of Extraversion (E), Intuition (N), Feeling (F), and Perceiving (P) also have high scores in the 7-dimensions of ST skills preferences namely, levels of Complexity, Independence, Interaction, Change, Uncertainty, Systems Worldview, and Flexibility. For example, a practitioner with a high score in the Intuition dimension indicates his/her clear preference toward Intuition compared to Sensing, and a practitioner with a high score in the Complexity dimension indicates his/her clear skill preference toward Complexity compared to Simplicity (see Exhibit 9). The Practitioners with low scores on the PTs dimensions are associated with low scores on the 7-dimensions of ST skills preferences.

Since the Interaction, Uncertainty, Complexity, and Systems Worldview dimensions explain most of the variance in the ST skills preferences latent variable. These four dimensions are considered to be the most critical dimensions in measuring the overall systemic skills preferences.
of practitioners. Similarly, *Intuition* (I) and *Perception* (P) have the highest factor loading in measuring the independent variable, PTs. In other words, practitioners with high *Intuition* and *Perceiving* characteristics have a high tendency toward working in systems that are more interactional, uncertain, large scale, and complex. This finding is consistent with other studies such as Linder and Frakes’ study (2011), which showed intuitive and perceiving respondents inclined to engage in systems thinking practices. Additionally, Krumwiede and Lavelle, (2000) which showed that *Intuition* is the MBTI dimension most applicable in explaining the performance of successful total quality managers.

Since the relationship between the PTs and the ST skills preferences latent variables is significant with $p$-value $< 0.001$ ($t$-value $= 4.75$) and standardized regression weight of $\beta_1 = +0.43$ (with the standard error of 0.09), $H_1$ of the study is supported. This indicates that the PTs of practitioners have a positive relationship with their ST skills preferences. In other words, practitioners’ PTs affect their ST skills preferences in solving complex system problems.

**Moderation Test ($H_2$, $H_3$, and $H_4$)**

The moderation tests were performed to explain “how” the primary relationship between the independent and dependent variables exists. To test moderation in the proposed theoretical model, the Bootstrap method is performed (Bollen & Stine, 1990; Shrout & Bolger, 2002). The Bootstrap (resampling) technique was used to ensure that the assumption of normality is maintained in the proposed model. The Bootstrap was placed on 5000 samples with a 95 percent bias-corrected confidence interval. All $p$ values are $< .05$ unless otherwise noted.

As mentioned in the study variables section, three moderation variables are utilized to test their interaction effects on the relationship between practitioners’ PTs and ST skills preferences. The three moderation variables are the education level, the current occupation type, and the managerial experience of practitioners. The moderation tests are conducted and interpreted according to the guidance provided in the literature, specifically the studies from Aiken and West (1991) and Dawson (2014). The standardized regression weights are used to plot and interpret the interactional effects. In other words, the independent and dependent variables have a mean of zero and $SD$ of one in all interaction plots. As a result, $+1 SD$ of ST skills preferences indicates that individuals have more systemic preferences than $-1 SD$ of ST skills preferences. Similarly, $+1SD$
of PTs indicates individuals with *Intuition* and *Perceiving* characteristics, while $-1SD$ of PTs shows individuals with *Sensing* and *Judging* characteristics.

The interaction effect of the first moderator, the practitioners’ education levels, was tested to determine the relationship between PTs and ST skills preferences ($H_2$). The interaction effect with $\beta_2 = -0.65$ was found to be significant ($t$-value = -2.41 and $p$-value = .016), indicating the presence of a moderation. Therefore, the second hypothesis ($H_2$) was supported. This result indicates that practitioners’ education levels weaken the positive relationship between PTs and ST skills preferences. Exhibit 10 shows the first moderator interactions plotted at $+/-1SD$ of ST skills preferences level (that is, practitioners with more or less systemic preferences).

**Exhibit 10.** The Interaction Effect of Practitioners’ Education Level as a Moderator on the Relationship between PTs and ST Skills Preferences

The interaction effect of the second moderator, the practitioners’ current occupation type, was tested to determine the relationship between PTs and ST skills preferences. Results indicated a significant interaction effect of practitioners’ PTs on their ST skills preferences for the second moderator, $\beta_3 = 0.41$ ($t$-value = 2.06 and $p$-value = .040). As a result, the third hypothesis ($H_3$) of the study was supported. Practitioners’ current occupation type strengthens the positive

The interaction effect of the second moderator, the practitioners’ current occupation type, was tested to determine the relationship between PTs and ST skills preferences. Results indicated a significant interaction effect of practitioners’ PTs on their ST skills preferences for the second moderator, $\beta_3 = 0.41$ ($t$-value = 2.06 and $p$-value = .040). As a result, the third hypothesis ($H_3$) of the study was supported. Practitioners’ current occupation type strengthens the positive
relationship between PTs and ST skills preferences. Exhibit 11 shows the second moderator interactions plotted at +/- 1 SD of the ST skills preferences level.

**Exhibit 11.** The Interaction Effect of Practitioners’ Current Occupation Type as a Moderator on the Relationship between PPs and ST Skills Preferences

It was hypothesized \( (H_4) \) that practitioners’ managerial experience, controlled by their work experience, moderates the relationship between PTs and ST skills preferences. The interaction effect of the managerial experience was not significant at a 95 percent confidence interval \( (\beta_4 = 0.39, t\text{-value} = 1.57, \text{and } p\text{-value} = .117) \), and therefore, the fourth hypothesis of this study was not supported. Although we know the interaction effect of managerial experience on the relationship between PTs and ST skills preferences is not significant, based on a study by Brambor, Clark, and Golder (2006), we interpreted the result of this interaction and suggested that there may be a “weak moderation effect.” Practitioners’ managerial experiences strengthen the positive relationship between PTs and ST skills preferences. Exhibit 12 presents the third moderator (that is, managerial experience) interactions plotted at +/- 1 SD of ST skills preferences level.
Exhibit 12. The Interaction Effect of Practitioners’ Managerial Experience as a Moderator on the Relationship between PTs and ST Skills Preferences

Discussion and Implications for the Engineering Management Domain

This discussion is based on an analysis of the testing of the four hypotheses.

*Contribution and validity of H1:* Based on testing, the first hypothesis was supported. Numerous studies have shown that systems thinking promotes better management of problems in the complex systems’ domain (Checkland, 1999; Flood & Carson, 2013; Keating et al., 2003; Steward, 1981). In the literature, no studies are investigating the impact of systems engineers and engineering managers’ PTs on ST skills preferences when education level, current occupation type, and managerial experience are added as moderator variables. Understanding the connection between PTs and ST skills preferences can help engineering managers and systems engineers match the practitioners’ skills preferences with the requirements of the work environment. The contribution of the first hypothesis is consistent with other studies such as Linder and Frakes (2011), which showed there is a correlation between respondents’ PTs and their preferences for using systems thinking practices. Balkis and Isiker (2005) who found a close positive relationship between different thinking styles and the personalities of university students. Davidz and
Nightingale (2008) also showed that participants’ personality characteristics positively affect the development of systemic thinking.

 Implications of H1 for academics and practitioners: The positive relationship between PTs and ST skills preferences indicates that engineering managers and systems engineers who scored toward high-level of Intuition and Perceiving personality traits scored toward the Complexity, Interaction, Uncertainty, and Systems worldview dimensions. This implies that perceiving and intuitive engineering managers and systems engineers are more comfortable in dealing with complex systems problems where complexity, uncertainty, and interaction are the main characteristics. This result is consistent with Linder and Frakes’s (2011) study that found intuitive and (to a lesser extent) perceiving respondents have more tendency toward systems thinking practices than respondents with other PTs.

 Based on the structural model analysis for this study sample, Complexity (λy5 = 0.70), Interaction (λy1 = 0.69), Systems Worldview (λy6 = 0.59), and Uncertainty (λy4 = 0.58) are the ST dimensions most correlated with the Intuition (λx2 = 0.83) and Perceiving (λx4 = 0.70) PTs. The main implications drawn from the results are that perceiving and intuitive engineering managers or systems engineers 1) are more comfortable working in multidimensional problems, 2) tend to accept working solutions (good enough) instead of optimal solutions, 3) enjoy working on problems that have not only technological issues but also inherent human/social, organizational/managerial, and political/policy dimensions, 4) prefer to work on solving problems within a team, 5) are less interested in identifying cause-effect paradigms, and 6) focus more on the whole system in solving problems and formulate a problem by looking at the big picture to understand the overall interaction. Based on H1, we conclude that practitioners with Intuition and Perceiving PTs tend to be more systemic.

 It is important to clarify that the ST skills preferences cannot be treated and classified as the same category as personality traits. There is a difference between skill and trait. Personality is a trait-based variable, which is a relatively stable and enduring individual difference in personality. On the other hand, ST is a more skill-based variable, which is an individual difference in specific patterns of activity during work striving and can be taught and manipulated easier than a trait. According to the interactionist perspective, skills are affected by traits and task/environment conditions (Kanfer and Heggestad, 1997). It means you can earn better systemic skills if you work
on it. On the other hand, it might not be possible that a skill-based variable such as ST skill preferences influence a trait-based variable like personality traits.

**Contribution and validity of H2:** Based on the research analysis, $H_2$ is supported. The education level of practitioners moderates the relationship between their PTs and ST skills preferences. The first moderation test showed that engineering managers and systems engineers who hold a bachelor or other degrees and have more tendency toward *Intuition* and *Perceiving* characteristics lean more toward systemic paradigms than practitioners with *Sensing* and *Judging* traits and the same level of education (Exhibit 10). Practitioners who hold graduate degrees and have more tendency toward *Intuition* and *Perceiving* traits tend to be less systemic than those who hold a graduate degree and have *Sensing* and *Judging* traits.

**Implications of H2 for academics and practitioners:** The level of systems skills preferences among practitioners with bachelor/other degrees are highly sensitive to their personality traits; i.e., Intuitive and Perceiving practitioners with bachelor/other degrees are much more likely to be systemic thinkers than Sensing and Judging practitioners with bachelor/other degrees. Additionally, the level of system skills preferences found among practitioners who have graduate degrees is less sensitive to their personality traits.

**Contribution and validity of H3:** According to the analysis, $H_3$ is also supported. The current occupation type of practitioners serves as a moderator for the relationship between their PTs and ST skills preferences. The second moderation test showed that the levels of engineering managers’ ST skills preferences are sensitive to their personality traits. On the other hand, the levels of systems engineers’ ST skills preferences are less sensitive to their PTs (see Exhibit 11). Results showed that engineering managers with a tendency more towards *Intuition* and *Perceiving* characteristics lean toward holistic paradigms than engineering managers who have more preferences toward *Sensing* and *Judging* characteristics. A range of studies found that the thought process, leadership, and performance of engineering managers differ depending on the manager's PTs (Cable & Judge, 2003; Tetlock et al., 1993; Williams, 2004; Zhao & Seibert, 2006).

**Implications of H3 for academics and practitioners:** The main implication for practitioners is that with the presence of the second moderation, the systems engineers’ PTs, have little impact on their level of ST skills preferences, but it is not the case for engineering managers. This means that engineering managers with Intuitive and Perceiving traits are potentially more comfortable
working in systems that are complex and large. Sensing and Judging engineering managers prefer to work with simple small-scale complex systems problems.

Contribution and validity of $H_4$: Based on the analysis, $H_4$ is not supported. Although practitioners’ managerial experience may play an insignificant role in the relationship between PTs and ST skills preferences, the associated results were interpreted as having a “weak moderation effect.” For more details about the “weak moderation effect,” readers can refer to the work of Brambor et al. (2006).

The result of the last moderation test found that a practitioner with 11-20 years of managerial experience and a preference toward Intuition and Perceiving traits is much more inclined toward systemic paradigms than a practitioner with similar experience and a Sensing and Judging PTs. This is consistent with Porter (2008), who stated that managerial experience affects the level of managers’ systems skills capabilities concerning corporate social responsibility issues. Additionally, Nagahi et al. (2019) showed that managers with more experience possess relatively more ST skills than their counterparts. Bureš and Čech (2007) also emphasized the effect of managerial experience on teaching and understanding systems thinking concepts.

Implications for the Education and Policy Domains

Quenk (2009) defines intuitive individuals as concentrating more on perceiving patterns and interrelationships. Intuitive individuals have five dominant characteristics including 1) focus on the abstract meaning of ideas, 2) imaginative in engaging in a new experience and solving problems, 3) enjoy conceptual knowledge and complexity, 4) trust theoretical patterns and interrelationships, and 5) value originality and uniqueness (Quenk, 2009). Quenk (2009) also describes perceiving people as inclined toward flexibility resulted in dealing with the outer world. Perceiving people have five major features: 1) flexible approach in dealing with both the expected and unexpected events as occurring, 2) prefer flexible plans and freedom to choose, 3) gather ideas and materials following specific deadlines, 4) unmotivated by routines, and 5) comfortable dealing with emergent behavior regardless of detailed plans.

Our finding is consistent with Quenk’s study, where the Level of Complexity, level of Interaction, level of Systems Worldview, and level of Uncertainty are highly correlated with the Intuition and Perceiving dimensions of PTs. This would inform practitioners that individuals with a more intuitive and perceiving personality have more systemic skills. Consequently, practitioners
can train individuals to become more systems thinkers by focusing on the mentioned personality features in the *Intuition and Perceiving* dimension. These features are permissible to train students in the K-12 education system, and work-training environment to enhance the possibility of equipping the current, future systems engineers and engineering managers with a high level of systemic thinking. Identifying the connection between PTs and ST skills can provide direct utility for practitioners and enhance the system’s performance by fitting individuals’ skillset and personality with their job requirements in a timely fashion. This would reduce the burden of long training costs and prepare companies to provide the relevant needed training for their employees based on their skillset and personality types.

Additionally, the improvement of ST skills and certain personality traits can be supported through engineering curriculums across colleges, and determine which majors produce more systems thinker students than others. In order to improve these skills, the curriculum should be revised to design more courses that are relevant to solving complex system problems (Assaraf & Orion, 2005; Frank, 2001; Sweeny & Sterman, 2000). This will enhance critical thinking power and provide new viewpoints and ways of thinking to understand and solve complex system problems. Redesigning the educational curriculum in such a way would foster students’ formation of holistic thinking along with their personality traits. Moreover, identifying more systemic thinking based on personality profiles can help students in understanding the influence of the level of ST and personality traits with respect to taking actions and making decisions in complex system problem domains.

If complex system problems cannot be solved using traditional engineering methods, then there is a need to use more systemic approaches. Research shows that socio-technical system problems require more systems thinkers since these problems contain technical, culture, policy, and social components (Boardman & Sauser, 2006; DeLaurentis, 2005; Jaradat et al., 2018). Managing and engineering socio-technical systems require a cadre of individuals who are capable of taking a more holistic approach. Examples of these approaches include *big picture analysis*, *understanding the interrelationships of a robust casual chain of the events*, *consideration of integration within system of systems*, and *chaos management*.

*Big picture analysis* would enable systems engineers and engineering managers to better understand the whole aspect of a complex system problem. The focus on much detail might hinder
the process of achieving acceptable solutions, and it is more likely to yield to type III errors—solving the wrong problems precisely (Mitroff, 1998).

Understanding the interrelationships of a robust casual chain of the events is necessary for systems engineers and engineering managers because a simple linear cause-effect paradigm is not sufficient to understand the connectivity and interaction of large-scale complex system problems. It is not feasible to achieve a full understanding of complex systems using the simple one-cause one-effect approach. The ST-based paradigm is much more consistent with the working environment of systems engineers and engineering managers.

Consideration of integration within system of systems allows practitioners to not only plan based on the requirements of the individual systems, such as different sections and departments within an organization, but also consider the requirements of the organization as the whole unit. This creates better management and planning for a system of systems based on holistic systemic approaches.

Chaos management equips systems engineers and engineering managers against the emergent behavior of complex systems, especially in the phase of operations. Such emergent behaviors are unintended and problematic, which exposes the entire system in a higher degree of risk and danger. Consequently, systems engineers and engineering managers should have more flexible and resilient plans to adapt to these unpredictable and unexpected problems of complex systems. A holistic systemic approach can help practitioners to more effectively deal with the unintended and unpredictable challenges of complex systems domain.

The ST skills preferences profiles generated using the ST skills instrument are not meant to place judgment on a practitioner’s capabilities. In other words, there are no good or bad profiles, and both holistic and reductionist thinkers might be needed in the work environment. Depending on the specific scenario and environment, more systemic thinkers may be appropriate (such as managerial positions), while in other situations (such as specific engineering or data analytic positions), reductionist thinkers may be more suitable to handle the challenges. For a better work environment, it is better to match the level of ST skills/preferences of individuals with their level of environmental complexity.
Future Studies

There is a lack of studies that investigates the relationship between practitioners' personality traits and the level of ST in the field of systems engineering. As a result, future studies are needed to test the consistency and generalizability of the findings of the current study with the findings of future similar studies. Since the sample of this study was limited to engineering managers and systems engineers, other samples from different populations of interest, including non-engineering managers and non-system engineers, can be investigated in future studies to test the effects of PTs on ST skills preferences across different categories. Data from that study could then be used in another study comparing the results of different sample studies.

Although the “MBTI instrument” adopted by Keirsey and Bates (1984) is used as the PTs indicator in the current study, the Five-Factor Model (FFM) is another widely used personality indication tool popular in academic research (Furnham, 1996). Future studies could use the NEO-PI Five-Factor Model (FFM) and proactive personality instruments as the PTs predictor, and their results could be compared with the results of this study, which used the “MBTI instrument.” Classification of the proposed model with respect to PTs and ST skills preferences classes (both PTs and ST skills preferences are latent variables) using Bayesian latent class analysis (BLCA) can be performed in future studies. Moreover, we should emphasize that we found evidence of construct validity for the proposed theoretical model of this study, which means our proposed model can measure what it was intended to measure; however, for the final construct validation of a theoretical model, more studies are needed to test the validity and reliability of the proposed model with different populations of interest during different periods of time.

In this study, the instrument data was used as a quantitative approach. However, according to Cresswell and Cresswell (2018), in addition to the close-ended survey, several data collection strategies can be used to analyze data including, census data, interviews (for example, researching about feeling, experience, or behaviors of LGBTQ students’ peers in the classroom), observations, documents, records, observational checklists (researching about academic/instructional behaviors of students in the classroom), and other methods. These data collection strategies can be used, in future studies, as supporting methods to provide more insights about the study findings. Finally, no causality should be inferred from the study results.

In our long-term ST research, a methodology called ST-Cap Method has been designed and utilized. The ST-Cap Method is exemplary of an ST approach that guides identification,
assessment, and development of ST for individuals and organizations. The ST-Cap Method is conducted in six steps. The primary goal is to determine the degree of ST that exists in an organization and the congruence of that capability to that which is demanded. For example, in a job with routine, linear, technical, and focused scoped condition, a reductionist practitioner might be needed rather than a holistic thinker. For clarification, the mentioned sentence is modified in the revised version. The long-term ST research (ST-CAP method) will:

1. Assess individuals’ level of systems thinking skills across different domains,
2. Assess the level of environmental complexity of an organization,
3. Match between individuals’ systems thinking skills/preferences and environmental complexity,
4. Assess the actual behavior based on the systems thinking skills,
5. Investigate if there is a relationship between individuals’ ST skills/preferences and the actual ST performance,
6. Identify the gaps between an individual’s ST skills and employers’ ST needs.
7. Suggest changes in policy, education, curriculum, and others based on the gap analysis

The current research, presented in this paper, mainly related to the first step of the long-term ST research. Moreover, the other steps are conducting or will be conducting in future studies.
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In this study, we used a structural equation modeling method to investigate the relationship between systems engineers and engineering managers’ Systems-Thinking (ST) skills preferences and their Personality Traits (PTs) in the domain of complex system problems. As organizations operate in more and more turbulent and complex environments, it has become increasingly important to assess the ST skills preferences and PTs of engineers. The current literature lacks studies related to the impact of systems engineers and engineering managers’ PTs on their ST skills preferences, and this study aims to address this gap. A total of 99 engineering managers and 104 systems engineers provided the data to test four hypotheses posed in this study. The results show that the PTs of systems engineers and engineering managers have a positive impact on their level of ST skills preferences and that the education level, the current occupation type, and the managerial experience of the systems engineers and engineering managers moderate the main relationship in the study.